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David Brown, coeditor of the Higher Education Exchange, spoke with Harry Boyte. Boyte is the national coordinator of the new American Commonwealth Partnership, which hopes to develop a “new stage” of colleges’ and universities’ engagement. He is also the cofounder, with the late Elinor Ostrom, Peter Levine, and several others, of what is called “the new civic field” or “civic studies,” which focuses centrally on the citizen as cocreator, agency, and a different kind of politics.

Brown: Much of your work assumes culture change but culture change does not come easily and usually comes slowly. Learned behavior, the essence of any culture, cannot be summoned.

Boyte: Generally, I agree about the challenges of culture change—“habits” of a culture are long-developing, and specifically, people adjust their sights fatalistically to “the world as it is.” This dynamic is conveyed by Pierre Bourdieu with his concept of habitus, in Acts of Resistance: “By making the whole future uncertain, it prevents all rational anticipation and, in particular, the basic belief and hope in the future that one needs in order to rebel, especially collectively, against present conditions, even the most intolerable.” Bourdieu is deeply pessimistic about the capacities of “the people” to develop capacities for free action, individually and collectively—what we call civic agency.

I would add another dimension here—citizens in the United States, this most supposedly revelatory and therapeutic of cultures, where people are encouraged to post their secrets on Facebook, have very few “public experiences.” I mean public in the sense of discussions and collaborative work in a sustained way with people who are quite different in ideology, culture, and ways of looking at the world.

We’ve seen a sharp erosion of public experiences, as “mediating institutions” like local schools, neighborhood businesses, unions, congregations with diverse memberships, civic groups, and the
like have declined or turned into service operations, and people have become more clients and consumers than productive citizens.

In contrast, the late Hubert Humphrey, Vice President of the United States, said he learned politics in his father’s drug store in Doland, South Dakota, which his father—one of a handful of Democrats in a town of hundreds of Republicans—made into the civic center of the community. It was full of argument, music, discussions, and a launching pad for what we would call public work experiences. Now drug stores have mainly turned into CVS chain stores.

Brown: What, then, are your grounds for hope?

Boyte: There is immense hunger for empowering public experiences, mingled with fatalism. Even our dysfunctional politics may reflect this hunger. Let me give an example.

Grant Stevensen directs faith-based organizing for Minnesotans United for All Families, a coalition fighting an anti-gay marriage amendment to be voted on in November. He has a background in what is called broad-based community organizing, which intentionally cultivates skills and habits of public interactions across differences. Minnesotans United has consciously adopted an approach different than the 30 state fights, which have been built on the polarizing formula that now dominates in civic and political campaigns—find an enemy to demonize, develop a good versus evil script that removes complexities, seek to inflame emotions, and appeal to people’s sense of victimization. All these earlier campaigns have ended in failure for the pro-gay-marriage side, by the way. The organizing framework of Stevensen’s coalition has similarities to the Obama campaign of 2008. They talked to people on the other side, they developed what they call a “conversation-al approach,” not trying to beat the other side in arguments, but rather engaging people in discussions and using stories. It’s a shift to a different kind of politics, a citizen politics of public work.

It faces challenges, since people aren’t used to listening deeply to people on other sides of issues. Grant said he thinks people hang on so strongly to rigid public identities like partisan labels, or identification with an issue cause, because they haven’t had much public experience in the sense we mean it.

For all the ways their approach cuts against the grain, Minnesotans United is finding responsiveness to such citizen
politics. Volunteers are filling the offices of Minnesotans United across the state; they’ve created a diverse coalition, ranging from businesses like General Mills to unions, churches, local towns. And their message is different than earlier fights, emphasizing the importance of love and relationships, the freedom of people to love whom they choose. This speaks to deep worries, widespread among conservatives, that the social fabric is unraveling.

This kind of public experience is rare in higher education where politics is highly ideological. It is often very hard for young people who have been active in groups using the polarizing formula of campus activist groups to work well in public spaces full of ambiguity, diversity, open-endedness, where simplified good versus evil scripts are highly ineffective.

Brown: What are your grounds for hope in higher education?  
Boyte: I don’t want to minimize challenges. For many faculty members, norms of detachment seem set in stone. When Ed Fogelman, then chair of the Political Science Department at the University of Minnesota, and I did one-on-one interviews with senior faculty in the late 1990s, we heard poignant stories about what can be described as the disappearance of public life (see www.publicpolicy-educouncil.org/pdf/Public_Engagement.pdf). Most couldn’t even imagine conversations on the topic. As Fogelman put it, “almost everyone has public motivations for going into their field. Almost no one admits it.”

When Liz Hollander and I coauthored *The Wing-spread Declaration on Renewing the Civic Mission of the Research University* for a group of higher education leaders in 1999, I thought a lot about the cartoon strip “Dilbert,” in which people are trapped in little separated, private cubicles. It came to mind as a way to describe higher education’s culture. The declaration borrows from Jane Addams. Renewing the democratic purposes of higher education means “freeing the powers.”
We also found strong desires to make work more public and empowering. As a literary scholar and chair of her department put it, everyone felt “cloistered”—detached from the city—and wanted change.

Institutional self-interests—the need for revived public support—as well as student and faculty desires to impact and engage the world, create an opening for new approaches. There are also new theoretical and practical resources.

**Brown:** What are they?

**Boyte:** Change in higher education to create more empowering public experience is closely tied to the effort to develop a third paradigm for civic engagement called the new civic field or “civic studies,” beyond the liberal-communitarian debate that has roiled political and social thought for a generation. The late Elinor Ostrom was a key figure in helping define this field. She won the 2009 Nobel Prize in economics for theory-building, which shows that citizen-centered governance is far more effective in sustaining common pool resources like forests or fisheries than either states or markets. The civic field integrates strands of work from a number of fields, including complexity, public work theory, common pool resource governance, pragmatism, social movement theory and history, popular education, and others.

Seven of us, including Ostrom, met several years ago to write a framing statement for the civic field that emphasizes agency and citizens as cocreators of their environments. Each year there is a Civic Studies Institute at Tufts, organized by Peter Levine and Karol Soltan. We had a session at the recent American Political Science Association on the civic field. *The Good Society* journal is an important intellectual space for this discussion. Bringing Theory to Practice, the think tank for innovation in teaching and learning tied to the Association of American Colleges and Universities, has commissioned a volume on the implications of the civic field for pedagogy.

There are also related practical resources for making change, such as a growing body of experience in translating organizing approaches into varied settings—the huge scale of community organizing methods in the Obama campaign shows some of the possibilities, which we have also seen in colleges and universities.
There are also important practical alternatives to the managerial fixation on narrow definitions of “accountability” and “outcomes,” which Elizabeth Minnich decries in this volume. I draw attention to the rich methods and concepts of “developmental evaluation,” developing ways to assess change in open, complex, highly dynamic situations where the point is large change, rather than narrowly framed, linear, predictable results. Michael Patton’s recent book, *Developmental Evaluation: Applying Complexity Concepts to Enhance Innovation and Use* is a splendid treatment of these.

**Brown:** Where does this all lead?

**Boyte:** The new civic field and some of these practical resources formed the basis for the Civic Agency Initiative, which we organized with the American Democracy Project in 2008, involving a number of colleges and universities that wanted to experiment with incorporating concepts and practices of civic agency. This was the background for the American Commonwealth Partnership (ACP) of colleges and universities launched at the White House on January 10th. The overall objective is “education for the public good”—taking the public engagement efforts to another stage of innovations with a civic agency character.

In higher education, the civic agency stage of engagement builds on the “liberal” stage, which focused on higher education’s expertise in addressing issues of injustice; and the “communitarian” stage, which focused on service, service learning, social capital, and related themes. The civic agency stage calls for shifting from scattered “activities,” like centers, courses, and discrete community partnerships, to deep civic identity as empowering, engaged institutions.

*One basic change is from “partnering with communities” to becoming “part of” communities.* This requires a lens larger than institutions, focused on what can be called “empowering local ecologies” with many interacting institutions. Civic innovators outside of higher education will provide key leadership.

**Brown:** What, then, do you see as the role of ACP?

**Boyte:** ACP seeks to instill sober hope that people can change our institutional
cultures to become more open, empowering, and part of the life of communities. There are significant civic agency innovations, including new ones to build on, like the Citizen Alum effort, led by Julie Ellison, which reconceives alumni as partners in connections with communities and in teaching and learning, not only as donors.

Students will also be key innovators. For instance, at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County students have reconstructed the Student Government Association, shifting from a service delivery model to a center of student empowerment that facilitates constructive work. “Civic agency” can sound academic to groups that haven’t worked with the language, but at UMBC and elsewhere, students really like this language, which is tied to ideas like “being an agent of change.” Students have significantly impacted the culture at UMBC, and the process has larger implications. Student leaders had to argue down a move among many students at UMBC to change the name of the SGA because the general view of “government” is so negative. Led by Kaylesh Ramu, the student president, they argued that rather than reject “government,” the point is to transform it to “us” not “them.”

ACP locates higher education’s engagement efforts as part of the larger movement to address the crises in democracy. This is the great challenge of our time, all around the world.

Brown: What does it require?

Boyte: Partly, it requires a process of retrieval. The White House meeting on January 10th, “For Democracy’s Future—Education Reclaims Our Civic Mission,” marked the beginning of the 150th anniversary year of the Morrill Act. The Act, signed by Lincoln in the Civil War, initiated democratization in higher education by opening colleges and universities, the preserve of the wealthy, to “the industrial and working classes.” Land grants deepened this democratization for decades, in complex, often contradictory but also sometimes dramatic ways. They changed the curriculum, combining practical and vocational subjects with liberal arts. They were infused with public purpose. These elements deepened through the 1930s, when students and faculty in large numbers were active in the public life of the nation. They helped to organize movements for a more inclusive and just society, such as union organizing and struggles against racism. Often they
participated in what I would call “commons building” movements, in which people solve problems and create public things together, across partisan and other divisions. These involved things like rural cooperatives, soil conservation, rural electrification, and the “Little Country Theater Movement.” All this history animated the Truman Commission’s report on higher education in 1948, which declared “the first and most essential charge upon higher education is that at all levels and in all fields of specialization, it shall be the carrier of democratic values, ideals, and processes.” Today, this history is largely unknown, despite the great scholarship of Scott Peters.

Brown: That’s Scott Peters at Cornell and his work in rediscovering the land grant history.

Boyte: Yes. The most basic idea to retrieve from this history is about democracy itself: democracy is a society, not a government-centered system of elections. Citizens are cocreators of such a society. Professionals are not outside “partnering with citizens”—a language that pervades the engagement movement. They are citizens themselves, working with fellow citizens.

To advance this alternative view requires a multidimensional focus on agency, but this also is an insurgent theme. Today’s intellectual trends give detailed attention to structures of oppression, but have little to say about how “the people” develop public capacities to refashion the world around them.

ACP seeks to bring back a public and empowering understanding of higher education’s democracy purposes and mission, a vision of “democracy’s colleges for the 21st century.”

Brown: Currently, which are some of “democracy’s colleges”?

Boyte: At the White House and since then, we have highlighted a mix of different institutions where civic agency innovations have occurred. These include Syracuse University, where Nancy Cantor has found broad support for the idea of “Scholarship in Action,” even though she has also taken heat for getting the university too involved in the life of the city. I’ve mentioned UMBC. I would note Northern Arizona University as a pioneer in curricular innovation that introduces thousands of students to public work experiences. Augsburg College, our new institutional home for the Center for Democracy and Citizenship, is full of civic
innovation. Colleges like Lone Star in Houston, Texas, University of Washington-Bothell, DeAnza College, and Maricopa Community College in Phoenix have become centers for experiments in public work and civic agency, adapting initiatives like Public Achievement, the youth empowerment and civic learning effort now operating in 23 countries.

We want to see ACP develop as a network of robust “communities of practice” through which people have multiple ways of exchanging lessons and learning together about civic agency innovations.

The largest initiative now is Shaping Our Future, with the National Issues Forums, kicked off officially on September 4th with a press conference at the National Press Club. Shaping Our Future aims to have hundreds of communities and campuses discuss the public purposes of higher education—to make this discussion owned by the people, not simply by insiders and specialists.

Brown: What are you and others looking for in “civic science,” another of ACP’s priorities?

Boyte: Again, the focus is on bringing a political and civic agency lens into the ways people conceive the relationship between science and society. Usually, discussion of science and society today focuses on the roles of scientists and lay people in governance and policy. The question here is where everyone fits in a state-centered system. The goal of civic science is to change the framing itself. In civic science, roles depend on the particular task at hand, but identities are constituted by the concept of a democratic society in which citizens are cocreators. Scientists don’t work with citizens. They are citizens. The question is how citizen scientists and lay citizens bring their diverse kinds of knowledge and talents to the table to do public work that solves problems, better our communities, and builds a sustainable democratic society.

Civic science advances science as a tool of empowerment and a resource for human freedom, action in the world not simply description of the world.

This framework grows out of years of collaboration between the Center for Democracy and Citizenship and the Delta Center at the University of Iowa, leaders in the science of how infants develop. The idea is that early childhood education requires scientific
knowledge of infant development, yes, but also the empowered participation of many other actors, including parents, day care providers, legislators, schools, science museums, community organizers.

Brown: Could you tell us about the “Get Ready Iowa” project of the Delta Center?

Boyte: The Delta Center launched a civic science effort in June called Get Ready Iowa, bringing together diverse stakeholders in early childhood education. Get Ready Iowa, emphasizing the skills of public work, has been gathering support across the political spectrum in the state.

I believe that civic science holds potential to change the culture of detachment in higher education, as well as to address polarization in society.

Higher education is changing rapidly. We will either be the architects and agents of that change in ways that deepen democracy—and this requires substantial cultural change to create sustainable foundations for civic agency—or change will happen to us, leaving us more powerless, weakening our collective ability to shape the future.
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